China Sale Baled

Defense officials want to give to China of a large Japanese computer that they think might be used to do advanced Chinese nuclear tests. At various times, several Chinese officials have asked for the machine, and military officials will rig the test with radars to watch the test made in an international regulatory body.

Namibian Independence

Namibian independence is being discussed by U.S. and South African officials meeting in South Africa. Mr. J. N. Kruger of Swaziland, who is chair- man of the Namibian independence negotiations, is in the capital of Namibia.

Anbi U.S. Not Widespread

General Charles Schwab is making a meeting with President Ford at his residence in the video game's widespread in his country. The term has become popular in music and in the media. This song has been going on in the air for the past few days.

El Salvador's Leader Meeting With Reagan

El Salvador's leader met with Reagan, but he did not ask for more military aid to fight leftist guerrillas. President Jose Napoleon Duarte said he did not ask for more military aid to fight leftist guerrillas. President Reagan is seeking a "Political solution" for the Central American country.

O'Connor Approved

The Supreme Court's first female Justice. She is to be named as the Supreme Court's first female Justice. She is to be appointed to the Supreme Court of the United States.

Superintendent of CIW To Be In San Bernadino

Cheryl Miller Named Regional Chair

The Only Black Owned Paper In Riverside

Cheryl Miller Named Regional Chair

Watch Next Week For Special On Vernon Jordan

The International Notes

AGNES MORELAND JACKSON is one of nine candidates involved in determining the outcome of their future. She says that "The public education of all Pomona children is truly an important issue."
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by the United States team in the Olympic Games.

Sylvia Johnson

Palm Springs Scholarship

Activity To Be Held

Palm Springs: The Negro Academic Scholarship Fund will present a Country Western Singers' Benefit Dinner and Dance Saturday, October 31, from 7:30 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. The dinner has a three-fold goal: To give recognition to these community

members and organizations that have been a part of the Westside Community Organization's annual G.A.S. Half and Quarter Marathon, Nov 22. The dinner has a three-fold goal: To give recognition to these community

members and organizations that have been a part of the Westside Community Organization's annual G.A.S. Half and Quarter Marathon, Nov 22.

Re-Dedication of Allensworth Oct. 10

Bakersfield: The fifth anniversary of the dedication of the Allensworth State Historic Park will be held at 11 a.m. Saturday, October 11. People throughout the state will gather to see the newest progress in the project and to visit the historic buildings at the park. The program will center around the oral history of the park and its history. Allensworth has been the point of a number of events, and guided tours will enable visitors to learn more about the history of the park. The program will center around the oral history of the park and its history. Allensworth has been the point of a number of events, and guided tours will enable visitors to learn more about the history of the park.

Another one, Allensworth named the California Historical and Heritage Association to purchase 20 acres of land in Tulare County, midway between Corcoran and Wasco on

from 8 p.m. to 10 a.m. Western attire is suggested and food and Country road will be provided by a local Disc Jockey.

This is your COMMUNITY DEADLINE MONDAY 9 A.M.

25c per card

The Banquet will be held at 7:00 p.m. and will be open to the public.

The banquet will be held at 7:00 p.m. and will be open to the public.
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While attending the meeting, Allensworth noted that "Innovators in smoking cessation have had a difficult time getting the word out, but it is time to let it be known that smoking is bad for you."
Styles of dress. No wonder people are so confused, they're paying so much attention to codes of dress and focus more attention upon expressing themselves. Styles or dress patterns without some kind of advertisement industry encourages society to give less attention to the person and more attention to the dress. Muslim Is that it serves to identify him as a dignified person.

How much more should we be aware of the injunctions that have gone beyond the civil limit of dress code that is prescribed by our laws? If people are called to violate these laws, how much more should we be aware of the significance of the Muslim Mission in the city, Rev. H. Williams? Why is it that Heavenly, when we have a heavenly view, we have more a reason. Whenever you refer to any country as "The World's Greatest Gospel Singer,"

Your talent is truly appreciated by God, and we have it to reach people through its unique ministry at once.

People throughout the Inland Empire request Vernard on a consistent basis. I suppose it would be funny to say that his relation "Of God Is Good" is one of the most popular selections in this area.
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William Gary
Delivers Message

Once again we are privileged to hear William Gary, San Bernardino County Supervisor, deliver the message on our campus this morning. His subject was: "Taking Inventory," adapted from Chapter 6 of Rev. Gary's new book, "True Power Sources." He told us that to do this, we must have the proper medium in our lives. We have a new car sitting in the parking lot, but with the motor running, it is of no real value until we try to drive it. In life, there are those things used to provide a semblance of work and use, but are of no value when God sets them aside. He is summarized by Rev. Thompson told us the Lord will keep us away from prayer meeting. Once you do that, you have now gone too far. You should pray meeting anywhere. We need to live in the church outdoors. We make a new car sit, and when we use it, we don't want it if we don't go to church for it. We should not say we will do it if we don't go to church.

Visiting with us is Rev. E. H. Bland, Rev. Matthew Janes, Rev. Garrett, Rev. Darby Bourn, Mrs. Smith, Ms. Pat, Patterson and Dr. Woods.

Sunday we are looking forward to a great time with Annual Choir Day. Everyone is invited.

This past Sunday both Choirs were at the beautiful natural Grass Belvedere at La Sierra. The Rev. Sleeps and Grace Maitland's choir sang magnificently.

The Youth Choir did a wonderful job at the Christian Center Sunday evening. We are very proud of them.

Please remember to visit and pray for the sick and shutouts at Gray's residence on Sunday night that "Time of love with transitions" and that "love better hold us in God's unchanging hand.

"As we Sing jubilation is time for some total life change now."-Rev. Gary, to the theme of his message today.

Moreno Valley School District
During the course of this school year, the District has faced the unique problem of reclassification of management/confidential and semi-professional positions. Under the direction of Dr. G. Trader, Assistant Superintendent for instruction, a team comprising of the district in institutional program including special education-temporary education and support services was utilized to make table.

Business Function of our School District: Eleven reclassification classrooms have been purchased and has been located in an additional modular buildings that will be in use this year.

Students of the Week: Regina Richard and Robert Folkens. Regina is a new young lady who completes all of her assignments and is a very good student. Robert Folkens is a very impressive student who works very hard to help as have a tip.'-Deacon. He gave me very well, and he has

Olive Oliver
Oliver Seeks City Council Seat

I will be a Natives' Community representative. I will be accessible and I will be responsive. My fellow Riversideans, you are all about certainly wondering what this means to think that I am seeking to represent our City Council. Why should anyone vote for me? Any candidate who can answer that question from a perspective that demands much of a hearing.

The Third Ward council is the basis for the Christian Church because I believe that we can vary greatly the quality of representation of the Second Ward and thereby improve the quality of government in the white city. I am also looking into this because I believe that the Second Ward has an obligation of service to our community. As my record of service indicates, I have a long time operating to help improve the quality of life in my neighborhood and in the City of Riverside. I have lived in Riverside for 25 years. My husband, Cecil, has been employed for 32 years as a Medical Laboratory Supervisor by Kaiser Glenn on Van Buren Blvd. to Riverside. My children have been educated in the City schools. We have four children. Sandra Martin King, a U.S. graduate, works for the State Department, Brenda Oliver a U.S. Civil Jr. the husband is an engineer and student at Texas Southern University and is planning to attend Davis Law School in the fall of 1981. We have a B.A. in Political Science, have worked for 14 years for the Riverside Unified School District; and I am a former Field Representative for Atmosphere, Valley Wide, has worked on various political campaigns during the past ten years. I am a member of the Board of Directors of the Riverside Urban League, Community Relations, Sickle Cell Anemia, St. Catherine's, Y.W.C.A., Riverside United Church of Christ, Second Ward Baptist Church, Riverside Chamber of Commerce, Second Ward Project, C.A.R.P. and various other organizations.

Mrs. Oliver is one man, and becomes again, one of California's most attractive cities filled with a kind of original music. Riverside is the only one known to us as an understanding of God's natural laws and the laws of the Old Testament, as we believe is the right way to live. Riverside is located in the Third Ward and is the home of the Second Ward Baptist Church. However, we cannot be made to God's money or terms of the law. Vying for a way of making a decision that will help everyone. Vote for Olive Oliver in November for the Moreno Valley School Board District.

Antioch Church
Rev. Jay Edwards, Sr., L.Ed. Lewis, Reporter

Highway Baptist Church
Rev. LeRoy Gravely, Pastor

Support Your Community Newspaper

Thank you for your support.
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personal believes that some of those organizations play positive roles in moral issues, which by their own admission are often reinforced by political campaigns and voting for or against a Federal Department of Education. 

Several of these moral societies want to go beyond the voting needs of young adults and promote more conservative views. This has led to issues of whether young adults are being favored by some groups. But the Christian leaders say that they are not targeting young adults, but adults in general.

Moving even further to the right, we come across various Christian and religious groups, such as the Young Republican Club, which is fighting to keep teenagers off alcohol and tobacco.

The group has been sanctioned by the church, which respects them with a respect born of ignorance, but whose tolerance encourages those who. 

The real threat to our values comes from the silent sympathizers of racism, the respectable people who would not dream of burning crosses or painting swastikas, but whose silence encourages those who.

For every hundred Klansmen there are thousands who are racist code words, fight to keep minorities out of their neighborhoods and schools, and practice a racism too low for replication by non-racists.

The educational functions are carried on by the home and community are only partially successful, for by the schools. At the same time T.V. viewing has grown, and a traditional family, a renal family, in the family, in the American system - you have to believe in the definition of those values.

Where Is Learning

The educational functions for our culture are carried on by the home and community are only partially successful, for by the schools. At the same time T.V. viewing has grown, and a traditional family, a renal family, in the family, in the American system - you have to believe in the definition of those values. 

The real threat to our values comes from the silent sympathizers of racism, the respectable people who would not dream of burning crosses or painting swastikas, but whose silence encourages those who.

For every hundred Klansman there are thousands who are racist code words, fight to keep minorities out of their neighborhoods and schools, and practice a racism too low for replication by non-racists.
WASHINGTON, D.C. — The Small Business Administration (SBA) announced today that it has doubled the number of banks that participate in a special program to simplify and speed loans to business persons. Under this program, participating banks are delegated most preliminary loan decisions, enabling them to make more effective and efficient loans.

"This approach works to our advantage," said SBA Administrator Michael Cardenas. "By assigning more loan authority and responsibility to private lenders, under overall supervision of our agency, we can help more small businesses than ever before, use Agency resources in a greater advantage and cut down on paperwork and time-consuming decisions."

"This program will be a win-win situation for SBA, banks and customers," Cardenas said. "SBA is well served by our banking partnerships, and the banks are well served as well."

The Lenders Program should be eligible to all lenders, including those that participate in SBA's Certified Lenders Program. In addition to further expansion of the Certified Lenders Program, Cardenas said the agency plans to inaugurate a pilot Preferred Lenders Program during the first half of Fiscal Year 1982.

Cardenas said SBA is currently in the process of stopping all loan making and servicing decisions on SBA-guaranteed loans to participating lenders. Approximately 70 percent of the lenders who have been participating in the Certified Lenders Program will be recruited for the new Preferred Lenders Program.

Cardenas says he expects that 30 percent of SBA business loan guarantees will be delegated to Preferred Lenders. A detailed proposal for the new Preferred Lenders Program will be submitted to the agency by the end of March. The bill mandates that at least 35 percent of SBA business loan guarantees be delegated to Preferred Lenders.

The Certified Lenders Program will be expanded to include more than 500 participants nationwide. Cardenas said he has doubled the number of banks in the Certified Lenders Program. To date, 211 guaranteed loans over $100 million have been approved in 42 states.

"We have been pleased with the response of the banks," Cardenas said. "This year and next year, we want to increase still further this type of leverage. We are planning to make more SBA-guaranteed loans than ever before."
**SPORTS**

Several Key Players Return to RCC

The Riverside City College Tigers managed to stay among the top of the pyramid two years ago, according to Coach Barry Meier, who came to RCC last year from Riverside Poly.

RCC will be able to take part in 11 of last year’s starters in the 1981 roster. Among them are defensive tackles Gino Tatum, Tiaun, from North High School and expected to make a big impact throughout the competition held during the week-long camp sponsored by the United Spirit Association.

The eight-girl squad competed with six other squads in their division in the competition held during the week-long camp sponsored by the United Spirit Association.

Tatum, who came to RCC last year from Fontana High School and received all-CAL and all-CIF honors, is a senior. "If we stay healthy, we have confidence in each other. We have some very good athletes and all are in good shape. We have a good summer program," says Patrone. Standing 5’7” the second-year All-CAL safety says he lost a little weight from last year, now at 164 pounds, but says he is faster and stronger this year.

Expected to be the USCA’s co-captain for RCC in his second year is John Tatum.

"We have some very good returning players and also some good recruits," says Coach Barry Meier. "We play the 200-pound, 6’1” sophomore from La Sierra High. He continues, "The team is in better shape than last year. Also, the team thinks and acts more like a unit now. We think we will have a much bigger contribution this year because of our improved offensive line and good receivers. This will be an excellent season," says Tatum.

Enjoys World Games

John Roberts, 22, of Riverside City College says he enjoyed the month-long camp at a hotel in Cologne, West Germany recently. Roberts, who matched two Russian highjumpers for third place and the bronze medal, and Kenny Clark, who competed with the men’s triple jump and long jump, were both international medalists. Roberts says he could not have been happier with the experience of a lifetime.
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ENTERTAINMENT
By Sharon L. Graine, Entertainment Editor

The new drug for treatment of Valley Fever and several
other internal fungal dis­

MOSQUEPIT, Com-Tec and Bill Dun at the gang the theatre from play "West Side Story'.

nances that NizoraITM, in easy-to-use

37.5 mg capsules, is a new molecular entity

unto image makers

tha the city and countiea of

JUDY BIDLEY, does a splendid portrayal of Maria, in West Side Story.

The Island Bats, there are perhaps many of you who have never heard of the Inner City Cultural Center but for those of us in Los Angeles area it’s representatives of Black Theaters.

West Side Story At Inner City Cultural Center

I.C.C.C. is far more than just a theatre though, it’s school of performing and visual arts. It teaches dance, acting, music, and visual and graphic arts. I.C.C.C. is an accredited institute offering a Bachelor or Masters degree, and is recognized as one of the best arts schools in the United States.

I.C.C.C. has produced many critically acclaimed productions, the majority of which have been West Coast premieres. Recently, I was at the Inner City Cultural Center to see West Side Story directed by Larry Van Wyne and performed by its young People’s Production Co. The cast consisting of more than 30, ranged in age from 12 to 20 years.

As you may remember, the story is about two and life

IMA Honors Youth Participants

BENJAMIN OSESYO, a

New Oral Drug Treats Valley Fever Effectively Without Side Effects

New drug for treatment of Valley Fever is the latest weapon against the deadly disease. The drug, entitled 50,000, nearly half of which are not known to the American people.

The drug is called MEM, and it is a breakthrough drug that has been used in Europe and Africa. It is a oral drug that is taken by mouth three times a day.
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The Black Voice News

Letters To Editor

Salute To Black Voice News

To: The Black Voice
Editorial Staff

I believe Black Voice is the only newspaper that attempts to present to President Johnson and other leaders the views of the people of the country—especially those of us who are opposed to the war in Vietnam. I feel that this is the only voice that truly represents the people.

We need a newspaper that is willing to publish letters from people who are opposed to the war. We need a newspaper that will give us a voice in our community.

Sincerely,

[Signatures]

Appreciation

Dear Editor:

I would like to extend my thanks to you and your staff for your excellent coverage of community news. Your paper helps to keep us informed and aware of our surroundings.

I believe that a newspaper should not only report the news, but also provide a platform for people to express their opinions. Your paper has been successful in doing this.

Once again, thank you for your hard work and dedication.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Solidarity Day

Dear Editor:

I am writing to extend my gratitude for publishing my letter in support of Solidarity Day. It is important that we stand together in solidarity with our brothers and sisters in other parts of the world.

We need to continue to fight for our rights and for the rights of others. Our voices must be heard.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Kool-Aid...On A Stick

Chumley & Z

Helps Shrink Swelling Of Hemorrhoidal Tissues

Tissues caused by inflammation.

Doctors have found a product that is highly effective in shrinking hemorrhoids. This product is available in most drugstores and supermarkets.

Please try it and see the difference for yourself.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

News Staff
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